1968 mercury cyclone gt for sale

New listings are added daily. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an
Alert? Featured Private Seller. Completely rust free. This Cougar h Runs and dri New Arrival!
Survivor Mercury Cougar X Code! Pictures Coming Soon! C6 Automat Dealership Showcased.
Attention Cougar Hunters!!! Collector Car Gallery is very pleased to offer this well presented
and You are looking at a a Mercury Cougar Hardtop All factory sport Auction Vehicle. The
panels align nicely and The car was last plated in The engine is a 2V with Additional pictures are
posted on I Muscle's direct website. This Mercury Cougar Private Seller. This is a San Jose,
California built, rust free Cougar. It has been completely disassembled This is a cool car. I have
all the records from the original date of purchase Contact Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to
view results in. This Mercury Montclair hardtop coupe is an older restoration finished in
two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed
Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender
skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack mufflers. This
Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean California title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Cadillac, Michigan. Listed on Exterior Color: Yellow. Original car with 1
repaint in original colors s code 4 barrel original documents: window sticker owners manual
comet'66 brochure. Nice Mercury Comet survivor, rebuilt , C6. Car runs and drives as good as it
looks. Underside is as clean as the rest of the car Sale is pending on this vehicle! This Cyclone ,
wearing its factory redpaint over black Listed on Exterior Color: Red. This Cyclone , wearing its
factory red paint over The body is rust free hood is fiberglass Imagine having a classy Very rare
car. The comet cyclone gt convertible served as the official pace car for the indy in The really
nice garage kept Nice Mercury Comet survivor. Factory disc brakes, power steering. Very
beautiful car, runs Needs restoration. All the parts are with the car. There were only 3, Cyclone
GTs built in Real deal cyclone convertible, all orig, unrestored, solid floors, 70, xxx actual miles,
factory buckets, 4spd, console, runsdrives good. A car is only Imagine having aclassy Now for
sale in our beautiful Houston showroom is one of the baddest Mercurys youll find anywhere,
this Mercury Cyclone GT. This beast is The motor has hp, and a c6 automatic transmission.
Which was the only available power plant option for this cyclone Once in a lifetime opportunity
to own this resto mod with a stroker, aluminum head, solid cam full roller motor over h. This
rare piece of American history is Very rare and sought after Cyclone that has quite a few
modern upgrades. First is the stunning Grabber Orange paint on a very solid and Here is a
genuine 65 Comet Cyclone , 4-speed. This particular Cyclone was special ordered with the
prototype fiberglass hood which from Get notified when we have new listings available for
mercury cyclone. We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit Mercury
Mercury cyclone. X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by email
mercury cyclone. By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy.
You can unsubscribe at any time. Year No minimum No maximum Number of doors No
minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced Price! Similar searches "mercury cyclone":
mercury turnpike cruiser , coupe mercury , mercury , mercury convertible , mercury state road ,
mercury flat top Report View car. US Classifieds4all 7 days ago. ISeeCars 1 day ago.
ClassicCars 9 days ago. Autabuy 9 days ago. Autabuy 20 days ago. Cardealfinder 18 days ago.
Cardealfinder 28 days ago. ClassicCars 20 days ago. Cardealfinder 21 days ago. Check price. X
Get notified when we have new listings available for mercury cyclone x Receive the latest car
listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us. Download the
app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve. For sale is a Mercury Cyclone GT.
This vehicle is Orange with a Black interior. There is body rust and two small rust holes on the
drivers floor board. There are slight tears in the drivers seat. The speedometer is off a little. That
means not a real cyclone. Car has a W and a c4 trans. Has new buillitt specialties street light
wheels and Mickey Thompson tires. Runs and drives well. Could use a tune up plugs,wires -We
This rare piece of American history is believed to be one of only a handful made with these
exact options and the factory installed Now for sale in our beautiful Houston showroom is one
of the baddest Mercurys you'll find anywhere, this Mercury Cyclone GT. This beast is the
product of a five year long complete rotisserie restoration done by The Winning Collection If
you're looking for rare, look no further. Under the hood is a Very rare and sought after Cyclone
that has quite a few modern upgrades. First is the stunning Grabber Orange paint on a very
solid and stra Needs restoration. All the parts are with the car. There were only 3, Door Hardtop
model in excellent condition-Comes with all the best original A car is only original 1 time, and

this is it. Has original grease marks on the fiberglass hood,and If youre looking Sort By. Date
recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Mercury Mercury cyclone. Sort by Date
recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Sioux Falls, SD. Make offer. Saint
Cloud, FL. Mundelein, IL. Irvington, NJ. Springfield, MA. Van Nuys, CA. Staunton, IL. Plymouth,
MI. Bonner Springs, KS. Venice, FL. Cadillac, MI. Lutz, FL. Mercury cyclone. Mercury Cyclone
Nationwide Price Comparison. Mercury Cyclone in Top Cities. Unfortunately, the Cyclone GT
lost the hp, cdi V-8 as its standard engine, instead replaced by the hp, cid V No matter, though,
as the fastback was handsome and could be equipped with a hp , or hp cid V-8s, briefly a hp
version of the cid V-8, or a hp, cid V Mercury Cyclones occupy an interesting niche in the
muscle car world. The car is a fantastic expression of American muscle, albeit one from a
mid-level, luxury-oriented nameplate. As a result, the Cyclone is mostly overshadowed by the
Ford Mustang and Torino. It started as a performance model of the Mercury Comet, and was
named the Mercury Comet Cyclone through For , the "Comet" part of the name was dropped.
The Cyclones had a mid tire level body tape stripe. The Cyclone GT's had an upper level body
stripe, buckets, wide whitewall tires, special wheel covers, all vinyl interior, and the special
handling package. It was named the fastest car of that year,[how? This Cyclone is power by a cu
in 6, cc optional engine standard for GT with a four-barrel carburetor, which generated hp kW.
The 4 speed transmission works flawlessly, as do the accessories such a power steering, power
brakes and air conditioning. Mercury Other 23, miles for sale. More Mercury cars for sale.
Mercury Cyclone Mercury Cyclone. Mercury Comet Mercury Comet Cyclone. Mercury Other
Cyclone Mercury Cyclone 2 door coupe, torino. Mercury Other k code Mercury Cyclone Base 4.
Mercury Monterey Mercury 2 Door Fastback cyclone mustang Contact seller. Login Register
Sitemap Contact us Home. Cars for sale Sell car. Make Mercury. Model Comet. Original bell
housing is included. Starts and runs excellent. Extensive receipts are included that show the
engine was rebuilt back in , with the usual valves, rings, pistons, re-bore and balance, etc. Little
work has been completed since then, as it wasn't driven extensively. Brakes need replaced or
updated, as at least one front caliper piston appears to be seized. Cyclone is test drive-able, but
the brakes need immediate attention. See the photos for many of the features and issues,
including very good vinyl top and headliner. Flaws include rust in the driver's floor and some
other under body rust and lower rear quarter and fender rust. Tears in the upholstery and crack
in the dash. Heater hoses to heater core diverted, so assume the heater core needs replaced.
Some rear window trim clips need installed and possibly other minor fixes are needed. Carpets
are deteriorated. Original spare tire is included, as well as extra gaskets and other misc.
Inspection is available and encouraged in metro Denver, and please inquire with any questions.
Shipping is the responsibility of buyer, but local delivery to a carrier may be possible. Thanks
for looking. Ultra rare Mercury Cyclone matching numbers K Code factory 4-speed car for sale.
This is a virtually rust free California car still wearing the black California plates. Ford and
Mercury people recognize this car as being something special. It has the following equipment
and features: Virtually rust-free body and chassis from California. New paint. Rebuilt matching
numbers K code V8. Factory 4-speed transmission and shifter. Factory tachometer on dash.
Bucket seat interior in excellent condition. Factory center console. Original Autolite Carburetor
Rebuilt. Stock rear end with 3. New exhaust. New stock style brakes and brake lines. New
Steering box yet to be installed. New front suspension components. New gas tank and fuel
lines. New tires. Power steering. Period correct American Torque Thrust wheels. Glass is good.
Trunk is solid and repainted. Everything works. Odometer shows 13, miles. Previous owner said
actual is K. Cannot confirm actual. This car is a driver; it is not a show car but it is complete, its
all there, it isn't rusty, everything works and it is fun to drive. Thanks falcon sprint ranchero
galaxy cougar hipo GT. Barn find mercury cyclone big block Thunder Jet factory original
Calypso coral Deluxe interior with console disc brakes power steering. This is a really cool car
Not sure if you follow these cars but they have really stepped up lately there's really not many
of them out there. I think this is the best color combination you can get on these cars for sure it
is the collectors choice colors. When finally came available I bought it. This car runs and drives
Motors strong transmission strong. The brakes are kind of soft. Obviously the car needs a
restoration complete I know the transmission has a seep of fluid after being parked for a while.
Pretty neat little car look around these engines in peaces sell on eBay with no internal parts for
about 4, alone this car is a clean title vehicle. I will sell this car internationally if interested I can
help arrange all shipping domestic and international. Thank you for looking. Car is in good
shape and runs well. Motor trans rear and suspension have all been redone in last 10K. I have
all receipts Paint is good maybe 7 out of 10 a good 20 footer. Interior is OK new racing seats
and harness. Console and shifter. Needs headliner and dash redone. Has auto meter gauges but
I have original factory gauge pod. Wheels and tires are new. Fuel gauge nonworking, have new
one I have original bucket seats and have new factory upholstery for them. Extra 3rd member

for the 9-inch rear 4. Have factory clock lots of other stuff. I have a binder with virtually every
receipt for the car. Have owners manual ,factory brochures and a restoration guide and factory
service manual on cd. Just took it to a car show yesterday and I always have the only one like it.
Gets lots of attention, you wont be disappointed. Have Marti report. Rare Mercury Cyclone GT.
Project car, needs work. Runs well, but has not been driven in a long time, but it does drive.
Current engine is a '73 Cleveland with restored spreadbore D carb. I have the correct seats,
console, top loader tail piece, S code engine currently apart with intake, heads, and exhaust
manifolds hard part to find , and correct shifter, two extra grills and 1 set of extra headlight
buckets with trim. New torque boxes and quarter panels go with car. Beautiful original, no rust
cyclone GT Very good tires, shows a normal amount of wear for 50 years, with no real defects.
Small paint blemish on driver "fin", some small cracks in window rubber. More pix available.
Ask about his and hers 67 fairlane convertible! This has a 4 speed manual top loader
transmission. The motor was built in and is the correct block for the car. Had about 25, miles on
motor since then. No leaks or rust on car. Original interior with no rips or tears on seats.
Under-dash CD player has been installed. All gauges work normally and tires still have great
tread. Email with any questions and thanks for looking! The car currently has 14x7 magnum
wheels. The body panels are straight with little to no sign of rust. The paint shines nicely. The
panel alignment is ok but could be better. The black vinyl top is very nice with one little flaw I
pointed out in the video. The interior is very nice with one small hole in the headliner. The C
runs great and the transmission shifts smoothly. The car goes down the road at highway
speeds with out any problems. I rebuilt the front brakes with new calipers, brakes, and flex
hoses, the back brakes were fine. The exhaust system is good. I also put a new cfm Holley on
top the motor. The wheels are new and the tires are like new. The car did have some rust repair
to the floors that I pointed out in the video. But overall I would say the car is solid. The wipers
are not currently working and the radio is not original or working. The majority of the AC
components under the hood are gone. However the AC dash and all the components in the dash
remain intact. The body side trim is not original. It is stick on plastic chrome. It looks good but it
is what it is! Prior to a previous owner applying the trim and painting the black the car was solid
orange with the trim hole filled in with body filler. This is a great looking car, it drives great, its a
nice example of a Cyclone GT that you can drive and enjoy. It's not perfect and it's priced
accordingly. Check out the video below. I am sure you could break it down even further based
on it's long and unique option list but as one of 58 cars built that makes it rare enough in my
book just as it sits. This car was a driver for a number of years before being put into long term
storage. Somewhere along the way the original engine and transmission were removed and
separated from the car and a period correct Thunder Jet and C-6 Transmission were installed in
the mighty CJ Cyclone. The Cyclone GT ended up being parked as a someday project and
forgotten about while waiting for the next Cyclone enthusiast to come along and restore this car
to its former glory!! My father was a Ford Executive back in the day and we had Company Lease
Plan Vehicles that we drove as part of the perks of my father's compensation package. He
always ordered cars with the Biggest Engine and Loaded them down with options just like this
car!! It really brought back some very cool memories when I got the Deluxe Marti Report and it
confirmed the car's Company Lease Plan status and its very cool option list. They have just
been placed in the engine bay and never connected. So as it sits the car does not run and that is
pretty much where the project stalled. The bullet proof 3. The car looks to have had one repaint
over the original Medium Green paint and then the primer you see on it now. The Body on the
Cyclone while certainly not perfect is actually a very solid and it's Southern California roots
show in this car's solidity. The Frame Rails, Rockers, etc. The Grille was damaged in shipment,
but I do have the '71 Gunsight and grille pieces to go with the car. I also have most of the body
side moldings as well but they are not perfect. I have a nice replacement decklid as well. You
will need parts and pieces for this car but it is a super solid platform to start with!! The trunk
drops on both sides are nice on the car as is the inner trunk area itself. The Floor pans have
some surface rust on them, but overall are rock solid as you would expect from a Southern
California car. The fact that the car remained in Southern California all these years with their
mild climate; it helped to preserve the bones on this car so it could live to fight another day. The
Bucket Seat Interior for the most part is all there to include its correct and original '71 only
molded door panels. Car retains its original Rim Blow Steering wheel. The dash is original and
uncut. Car will need carpet and a headliner. The car rolls on an original set of 15x7 Magnum
Wheels; but I do have access to an original set of 14x7 Steel Wheels with Trims and Hub Caps
as the car had originally if the buyer desires those instead This would be a perfect donor car is
you have a Cobra Jet drivetrain or another Cyclone Rust Bucket that this Super Solid Southern
California Cyclone would make the perfect fix for!! I do have several other ''71 Cyclone's that I
will be auctioning off soon to include GT's and Spoiler's with both C and J code engines to

include 3 4-speed cars. Overall this is a very decent original Cyclone GT with a Big Block
Pedigree that is a solid restoration candidate. There are lots of picked over rusted out carcasses
out there; but decent do-able cars such as this that are not rusted to death do not come along
very often. Especially one's with an option list like this one has!! If you have been looking for a
Big Block Cyclone GT to restore then don't hesitate on this one; as is it may be sometime
before another suitable restoration candidate such as this comes along again! The state of
Georgia does not require titles on pre vehicles; the state issues a Transferrable Registration
that is the ownership document of record and is the equivalent of a title when transferring the
vehicle. With reciprocating titling laws in other states where older vehicles are required to be
titled; this ownership document will convert to a title in your state. Other states that have this
same titling process on older vehicles to include Alabama, New York, and Connecticut to name
a few. I have a clean clear transferrable Georgia State Registration in my name for this vehicle
and with it and a bill of sale it will convey title in your state or municipality. I want you to be sure
of what you are bidding on and for us both to be satisfied with the Cyclone GT described
condition and its sale. I expect a deposit within 24 hours of auctions end and balance of
payment within 7 days of auction end. I have described this Cyclone GT project car accurately
so please read the auction text and look at the pictures carefully to make sure this is what you
want before bidding. If you are not sure please do not bid. I take my auctions seriously and so
should you. Good Luck and Happy Bidding!!! Try Vendio Image Hosting. One of made in I have
been the owner of this car for 10 years. It also has a new Brake Booster installed August 5th.
The car was an automatic car and was made into a 4 speed. The car looks and runs fantastic. I
have the title in hand. There are not many of these cars around. Model Montego. Runs and
drives great. The engine a V-8 was overhauled and balanced in and has been driven less than
miles since. The transmission is a C-6 three speed automatic and is connected to a Traction Lok limited slip rear differential with to 1 gears and a Ford 9 inch axle. The brakes are power
front disc and the rear are drum. The engine compartment hood has a functional ram-air scoop,
locking hood pins, and matte black center hood tape stripe. The interior has front bucket seats,
a rear bench seat, center console, simulated woodgrain panels, and chrome throughout. The car
was wrecked and repaired. The wheels were aligned and are within manufacturers specs. Some
work is needed to restore the car to its original condition. It could use a paint job. If you want a
thrilling ride in a car, this car is the one for you. Dallas, OR. Federal Way, WA. Green Bay, WI.
Garden City, NY. Fitzwilliam, NH. Absarokee, MT. Gervais, OR. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Cars for Sale Mercury Cyclone Gt. Year Make Mercury Model Comet. Category - Mileage
Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Mercury Model -. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Mercury : Other GT mercury cyclone gt 5. Mercury : Montego GT mercury
cyclone cj 7. Year Make Mercury Model Montego. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Mercury 19 Cadillac 2
Ford 1. Category Beta Sedan 3 Hatchback 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Mercury. Model Comet. Ultra rare Mercury
Cyclone matching numbers K Code factory 4-speed car for sale. This is a virtually rust free
California car still wearing the black California plates. Ford and Mercury people recognize this
car as being something special. It has the following equipment and features: Virtually rust-free
body and chassis from California. New paint. Rebuilt matching numbers K code V8. Factory
4-speed transmission and shifter. Factory tachometer on dash. Bucket seat interior in excellent
condition. Factory center console. Original Autolite Carburetor Rebuilt. Stock rear end with 3.
New exhaust. New stock style brakes and brake lines. New Steering box yet to be installed. New
front suspension components. New gas tank and fuel lines. New tires. Power steering. Period
correct American Torque Thrust wheels. Glass is good. Trunk is solid and repainted. Everything
works. Odometer shows 13, miles. Previous owner said actual is K. Cannot confirm actual. This
car is a driver; it is not a show car but it is complete, its all there, it isn't rusty, everything works
and it is fun to drive. Thanks falcon sprint ranchero galaxy cougar hipo GT. Original bell
housing is included. Starts and runs excellent. Extensive receipts are included that show the
engine was rebuilt back in , with the usual valves, rings, pistons, re-bore and balance, etc. Little
work has been completed since then, as it wasn't driven extensively. Brakes need replaced or
updated, as at least one front caliper piston appears to be seized. Cyclone is test drive-able, but
the brakes need immediate attention. See the photos for many of the features and issues,
including very good vinyl top and headliner. Flaws include rust in the driver's floor and some
other under body rust and lower rear quarter and fender rust. Tears in the upholstery and crack
in the dash. Heater hoses to heater core diverted, so assume the heater core needs replaced.
Some rear window trim clips need installed and possibly other minor fixes are needed. Carpets
are deteriorated. Original spare tire is included, as well as extra gaskets and other misc.
Inspection is available and encouraged in metro Denver, and please inquire with any questions.
Shipping is the responsibility of buyer, but local delivery to a carrier may be possible. Thanks

for looking. Barn find mercury cyclone big block Thunder Jet factory original Calypso coral
Deluxe interior with console disc brakes power steering. This is a really cool car Not sure if you
follow these cars but they have really stepped up lately there's really not many of them out
there. I think this is the best color combination you can get on these cars for sure it is the
collectors choice colors. When finally came available I bought it. This car runs and drives
Motors strong transmission strong. The brakes are kind of soft. Obviously the car needs a
restoration complete I know the transmission has a seep of fluid after being parked for a while.
Pretty neat little car look around these engines in peaces sell on eBay with no internal parts for
about 4, alone this car is a clean title vehicle. I will sell this car internationally if interested I can
help arrange all shipping domestic and international. Thank you for looking. Car is in good
shape and runs well. Motor trans rear and suspension have all been redone in last 10K. I have
all receipts Paint is good maybe 7 out of 10 a good 20 footer. Interior is OK new racing seats
and harness. Console and shifter. Needs headliner and dash redone. Has auto meter gauges but
I have original factory gauge pod. Wheels and tires are new. Fuel gauge nonworking, have new
one I have original bucket seats and have new factory upholstery for them. Extra 3rd member
for the 9-inch rear 4. Have factory clock lots of other stuff. I have a binder with virtually every
receipt for the car. Have owners manual ,factory brochures and a restoration guide and factory
service manual on cd. Just took it to a car show yesterday and I always have the only one like it.
Gets lots of attention, you wont be disappointed. Have Marti report. Rare Mercury Cyclone GT.
Project car, needs work. Runs well, but has not been driven in a long time, but it does drive.
Current engine is a '73 Cleveland with restored spreadbore D carb. I have the correct seats,
console, top loader tail piece, S code engine currently apart with intake, heads, and exhaust
manifolds hard part to find , and correct shifter, two extra grills and 1 set of extra headlight
buckets with trim. New torque boxes and quarter panels go with car. This has a 4 speed manual
top loader transmission. The motor was built in and is the correct block for the car. Had about
25, miles on motor since then. No leaks or rust on car. Original interior with no rips or tears on
seats. Under-dash CD player has been installed. All gauges work normally and tires still have
great tread. Email with any questions and thanks for looking! Mercury Comet Cyclone GT.
Original ci, hp, 4 speed. Built in Los Angeles, always been registered in CA. No body filler or
rust. Original pain color and interior color interior is new. All gauges work. Runs and drives
great. Front suspension redone. Original fiberglass hood. Very solid California car. Easy
restoration or drive as is. Recent inspection report available. I encourage test drive, or your own
inspection. Call Steve This highly modified custom built Comet Mercury 25th silver anniversary
edition Mercury pick up truck is a special one off vehicle. Built with just about every possible
option you could order on a Comet. Built many years ago with mint factory Mercury original
parts and new old box stock N. Body is exceptional. Rust-free inside and out, super straight and
never damaged or even undercoated underneath by factory or anyone after. This is a pristine
body with no Frankenstein rust repair stitches, panels or patches to lower it's value. A real nice
body and a real difficult find today. A very stylish upscale pick-up as is and will only need a
fresh color refinish for show. A close viewing of all pictures inside and out of vehicle with extra
parts pictured included will show the many optional items and rare accessories used. It is
loaded with fancy chrome and stainless inside and outside throughout. Please note: Due to
brightness from all interior chrome and glass shine in sun, both tops of bucket seats in photos
through driver side glass door look distorted. That is just reflection from sun, glass shine and
bright chrome at different angles. Seats are fine. Time to let go after years of service for other
vehicles. Was a high priority vehicle 35 years ago but no longer used or needed today. Plates
expire in August. Car and original drivetrain have over a hundred ninety two thousand miles.
Engine still runs smooth and quiet with no lifter noise sounds like a sewing machine but is
starting to show blue oil wear out back, has not been driven the last two summers plus so
needs battery and brakes are soft. Original 4-speed transmission shifts very smoothly with no
noise or problems, rear end is smooth and quiet with no noise. In disclosure, car was correctly
converted to a mercury with amazing detail including all numbers under hood, matching door
data plate, dealer tag, original registered owners manual filled in by original selling mercury
dealer when new and 2 n. This custom vehicle is registered, licensed, plated and fully insured
as a mercury comet. Included with complete car sale are all original ford numbers and tags with
registered owners manual from before conversion started. Both Colorado titles are clear and
ready to transfer over to new owner upon full payment of vehicle. Owned both vehicles before
conversion so no issues exist on either title. Kept all original ford items for the option to put
back to the original Ford configuration later if desired. Now exposed to elements outside
unprotected with the few others after loosing their long time indoor parking. That deal will also
come with the few parts saved from parts lot such as one mint original paint ranchero hood, one
set of mint ranchero doors, no molding holes, with it's mint original ranchero tailgate w ford

letter holes stamped in. Will also come with all original numbers, tags and registered owners
manual mentioned earlier. All n. The perfect power plant to give this stylish pick-up even more
power and look like it belongs under the hood. Black engine, chrome dress up valve covers,
dipstick, silver and chrome Cyclone air cleaner with original large Super Cyclone red white and
blue air cleaner decal still affixed etc. Also saved one set of nice Comet fenders with fender
extensions if you prefer not to have molding holes in panels. First best offer close to 15k takes
complete car as pictured. If you are interested in just the ranchero body with running drivetrain,
please note that with your offer, otherwise you will be making offer on complete car as pictured.
Buyer is responsible for all shipping and cost. I will help your shipper load if needed. Balance
due in 7 days from auctions end by credit union draft, bank draft or wire transfer. Thank you.
Any questions or needs, calls are best. Beautiful original, no rust cyclone GT Very good tires,
shows a normal amount of wear for 50 years, with no real defects. Small paint blemish on driver
"fin", some small cracks in window rubber. More pix available. Ask about his and hers 67
fairlane convertible! Over 5 million AutoCheck reports are run by consumers, dealers and auto
auctions each month. Warranty Information This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no
warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as
to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Because we offer a wide variety of different
model cars, we are not able to learn all the details of the vehicles offered. These details include
identification numbers, equipment packages, markings, codes,stampings or any other way
someone may identify what a vehicle is equipped with currently or what it may have been
equipped with previously. Our knowledge is limited. We do not guarantee condition, originality
or authenticity of parts, equipment, colors, equipment packages or documentation or any other
item that is part of the vehicle or comes with the vehicle. All vehicles older than 10 years old are
sold with exempt mileage on titles. The odometer reading listed in any of our advertisements is
only a declaration of what the odometer is reading at the time of listing and that the odometer
reading cannot be deemed as accurate mileage. If mileage is represented as true mileage on
title it will be transferred to the buyer as such. Otherwise, even if described as actual mileage by
previous owner, milege will read as exempt on title. Information past on by previous owner is
not a guaranty of "actual mileage" in any way or form. We are not responsible for misprinted
information. This car listed for sale on other websites and on display in our public warehouse.
We reserve the right to sell the vehicle before the end of our auction and as long as we can
provide proof of such sale, we are not obligated to sell the car to the winning bidder. Fee and
Tax Information: There are no taxes collected on vehicles that are shipped out of state with a
copy of the bill of laiding before the car is picked up. If you require a Florida temporary tag so
that you may drive the car home, we will be happy to supply this for you. We collect the sales
tax at the rate equal to your home state sales tax. With the copy of the bill of sale and the title
most states give credit for sales tax collected in Florida. Please check with your state DMV to
see if your state reciprocates sales tax with Florida Dept of revenue. We will be generating all
paperwork required for ownership transfer. We send the vehicle title after payment recieved and
Florida DMV paperwork is signed. Florida DMV allows 30 days to deliver title. We send the title
via express mail. We also help arrange or provide assistance with shipping. Vehicles are
available for pick up during normal working hours. This includes every sale or auction, even
one that you have already won but did not see these terms in advance. See our other
listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are
sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It
is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Dodge
produced the Daytona and Mercury retaliated with the Mercury Spoiler. Both were to have
streamlined noses, but the Mercury launch was delayed until the mid-year Cyclone Spoiler II.
Only were sold, all with cid V-8s. A Dan Gurney special edition had a dark blue roof, striping,
and a signature decal on the white lowers, while the Cale Yarborough edition was red and white
like his Woods Brothers car, with a signature. The car is solid and straight and as stated above
is very rare. This cars striping and decals are factory original and really draws lots of interest
and compliments from all who have seen it since we have had it on display. We've all been
doing classic cars since the mid 80's and it's the first one we've ever been able to wrangle. They

are super cool and super rare. If you are looking for a car with a special twist that will be both
fun to use and have maximum collectability upside. This is the one! Call This vehicle is being
sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. Opinions of classic vehicle
condition and originality are subjective. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this
vehicle. Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield, CA. Monroeville, PA. Martinsburg, WV. Hanover, MA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Mercury Cyclone. Year Make Mercury Model
Comet. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Mercury Model -. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Reader David C
found this Mercury Cyclone by chance while he was hunting for some parts! From David â€” I
stumbled across this today when I was shopping for some other parts for my own project. It is a
Mercury Cyclone, the only rust in the car is in the bottom right quarter panel pictured below. He
will sell this as a roller no engine or trans. A 9 Inch Ford rear end is also available and might be
able to be worked into the deal. The interior is intact but the seats need recovering, the dash is
cracked but the seller is including a replacement. The car has a dented LF fender but is pretty
straight and I think it is a heck of a find! The prices quoted were what he gave me at the spur of
the moment so may be negotiable. The car is located in Loganville, Georgia which is only about
10 miles from where I live outside Atlanta. I want to thank David for sharing this awesome deal
with us! If you are interested in saving this Mercury, be sure to email David and let us know if
you get it. If you could talk him down on the roller it may not be a bad deal. The asking price for
the motor installed is way to high though. You can get your own engine and tranny al heck of a
lot cheaper.. There are bone yards all over the place willing to sell you what you need. Money in
the bank.. A former co-worker is putting the finishing touches on a Cyclone GT as I write this. It
is running an FE engine which happens to be the original engine. This car should have an FE
engine, complete with the too-tight clearance between the suspension towers and the valve
covers. To own one of these should require the joys of changing spark plugs using two
universal joints and an extension. Scorched and skinned knuckles are a trademark. I like it,
replace the front suspension with coil overs then cut away the shock towers and drop in a with
a 4 speed and that 9 inch. These were weird looking cars back in the day, and my opinion hasnt
changed since. It is NOT something you see often,. Its been years since I have seen any. I have
no idea of current market value so cant comment on the price but it does not seem like a good
idea to buy it with the other motor installed at the higher price. Be curious if and when this sells.
It might already be at retail and a slow mover but again. I dont know. Dave â€” nice find and the
roller price is not bad â€” a rare car to find in this shape and looks like original paint. Have to
agree. The styling now may appeal to some and obviously to those who are seeing it for the first
time. When new was way out there. Lets not forget everything else you will need to do. Brakes,
driveline, suspension, fuel. Paint and interior. Plan to be upside down very quick. The rust
showing is minimal on the quarter panel. Further many parts will interchange with the Torino
counterpart but a whole lot of Mercury on here will not. If I am not mistaken the restoration parts
market is minimal. Lastly it is green. If it were an R code or CJ car maybe. To many negatives for
me. The way to change plugs with an FE especially between rounds Use a Hole Saw on the
inner apron ,change them through the wheel well,. Hi Frank. It seems to me that the proper
procedure is to remove the valve covers to change plugs. Not a bargain though and the wrong
color. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds.
Joshua Mortensen. More: Mercury. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Rick. Yeah, put in
the , leave the rest as is, make it a total Hillbilly rig!!! Colin Mateer. Nice carâ€¦.. Nice findâ€¦
Step over the sellers quandryâ€¦. Unpopular and onloved? I love it. Doug Towsley. Frank L.
Recent Finds Great Shape! Rare Blue Interior: Chevrolet Corvette. Tired Plow Truck: Dodge
Ramcharger. Museum Find: Ford Hot Rod. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup
for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Refine your
search. Automatic Gasoline 3. Classic Cars Gt 5 Spoiler 2 1. Popular Similar Cars. Refine
search. Backing the is a "Merc-o-Matic" C4 automatic transmission and a Trac-Lock rear end
with final drive ratio. The car retains its factory original Augusta Green paint color with yellow
striping. Backing the is a Merc-o-Matic C4 automatic transmission and a Trac-Lock rear end with
final drive ratio. These cars are rare and getting hard to find. No motor or trans but rest of the
car all there,original build sheet,title and owners manuel. A deal at Call bob for info 30one It
appears to have the numbers matching motor according to the metal tag on the engine showing
a The body has its fair share of scrapes and dings I tried to show in the pictures. It has
everything new on the back drums and on the front has new calipers and pads. Google Ads.
Ground up, show quality restoration. Fitted with power 4 wheel disc brakes and vintage heat

and air system. Upgraded to a 4. New aluminum radiator with dual electric fans. Show quality fit
and finish paint job. Glass finish on arrow straight body. Jambs are painted slick. New chrome
and trim, the front and back of this car shines! Interior is impressive. The dark red is a perfect
choice. Professionally restored interior from carpet to headliner. Reupholstered bucket seats
with matching cup holder console. Carbon fiber dash panel with custom autometer gauge
cluster. Has leather momo steering wheel, lokar floor shifter, stereo system and 12 volt
recepticles. New dash pad, door panels, carpet etc. Has flowmaster exhaust system. Super
clean, bone dry original black floors. Under this car is nice. There is a lot of value here. Ready to
turn the key and go! Air conditioningpower 4 wheel discpower steering 15 gt wheelscustom
gaugesbucket seatsmini consolemomo wheelcd stereotinted glass. Bucket Seats. Air
conditioningpower 4 wheel discpower steering 15" gt wheelscustom gaugesbucket seatsmini
consolemomo wheelcd stereotinted glass. The motor is all original with the exception of the
MSD coil and distributor, but I have the originals in the trunk. We got this vehicle because we
couldn't see it just sit somewhere and collect dust; We had to get it and help it get in the hands
of someone whom will give it a new heart and enjoy it for the desirable machine it ought to be
again. Mercury Cyclones once dominated the streets and even held speed records from to The
body is all there with minimal scaling as is the trim and glass. The Cyclone GT's had an
upper-level body stripe, buckets, wide whitewall tires, special wheel covers, all vinyl interior and
the special handling package. It was named the fastest car of the year, because it set a world
record speed of The engine is a period correct CID V8 with a 4 barrel carburetor and correct
heads. It will need a new driveline, the one in it does not turn. We got this vehicle because we
couldn't see it just sit somewhere and collect dust; we had to get it and help it get in the hands
of someone whom will give it a new heart and enjoy it for the desirable machine it ought to be
again. Mercury cyclones once dominated the streets and even held speed records from to Keep
in mind that this vehicle is being offered as a non-running project. Site map Contact Us Privacy
Policy. Refine your search. Automatic Gasoline Popular Similar Cars. Mercury Cyclone For Sale
99 results. Refine search. This is a one only car- according to the marti report, this is a one of
one mercury cylone built with this paint and trim combination this is only one in the world!! This
is in every single way shape and form the greatest true barn find that we have ever seen. This
amazingly perfect mercury cyclone was bought new in vancouver, washington, driven as a daily
driver until the early 70s, at which time it was given to the son as his school driver. In
approximately , in perfect running condition, this great american classic, was put in the family
shop, where it did not move again, until we pulled it out in the fall of Repeat this is the only one
of its kind in the world with this paint and trim combination. The exterior paint is original; all the
factory mercury cyclone pin stripe is also original. The factory fiberglass scooped hood is in
perfect condition. The factory hood pins are also perfect. The original paint on this beauty still
shows a very nice original shine. It has only minor chips, and an almost perfectly straight
untouched body. They are all in perfect condition, with no tears, or excessive wear. The carpet
is new, and it is factory correct, blue. All dash lights, headlights, and heater work well. The
motor was gone thru and has now has new oil pump, fuel pump, alternator, fly wheel, rebuilt
carb, new gas tank, new brakes, etc. This super tough mid 60s very rare muscle car, is about as
cool as it gets. The mercury cyclone is one of the coolest factory cars that ford ever produced.
These iconic cars are very rare in any condition. With its factory fiberglass scoop hood, hood
pins, and bucket seats, this is one cool ride. This cyclone has dual exhaust, and glass packs
from so she sounds super tough also. This car in this condition will go up and up in value over
the years. We have an original black and white photo of this car in front of the high school it
drove to for many years. We also have photos of the car, in the bard we pulled it from. This car
is truly a once in a lifetime chance to own such a perfect example of a mercury cyclone. Hurry,
because this classic will sell fast. Bucket Seats. Behind that mill is a performance-built C6
transmission with a Gear Vendors overdrive unit, controlled by the Line. The vehicle was fully
restored by it's previous owner and is ready to drive and enjoy. Rear end is a posi-traction. The
engine is paired with an automatic transmission. The brakes are power discs in the front and
drums in the rear. It had a repaint about 30 years ago which is the same color as original.
Google Ads. This one has an automatic transmission, bucket seats and center console Bucket
Seats. She is a car with automatic transmission, bucket seats and center console. The car has
some rust and has been sitting for several years. We specialize in Father and son restoration
projects. Give me a call on my toll free number at so we can talk person to person about this
car. We always have dozens and dozens of collector cars available for sale at all times. Backing
the is a "Merc-o-Matic" C4 automatic transmission and a Trac-Lock rear end with final drive
ratio. The car retains its factory original Augusta Green paint color with yellow striping. Engine
is missing the original exhaust manifolds and the intakeand carb and bellhousing it dose has an
new exhaust system with xpipe and newmuffler and tailpipe original toploader 4 speed shifter

the boot looksaftermarket she runs very strong with a very mild cam spline detroit lockerwith
original check out the pictures. This car is nice but it is not a showcar. The car has miles on it.
The title is documented at all theinterior and exterior all original it does have a rust in the wheel
well aboutsize of a golf ball , original floors and underbody. Looks like it was in anaccident
years ago on the driver side quarter panel repaired in the itlooks like they're kind of work, the
head light buckets are cracked thebattery panel has been repaired fenders look excellent doors
and hood lookexcellent.. Paint is not the best. All the sheet metal looks like it'soriginal. The
deck lid has some pitting on the inner side. It is an olderrestoration on the paint i was planning
on taking the whole car down to metalplans changed. I do have the original radio and knobs that
came out of the car. I know it needs a little work. Runs and drives great if it doesn't sell iwill
keep it. Here is a clean 71 mercury cyclone tribute. That means not a real cyclone. Car has a w
and a c4 trans. Has new buillitt specialties street light wheels and mickey thompson tires. Runs
and drives well. Backing the is a Merc-o-Matic C4 automatic transmission and a Trac-Lock rear
end with final drive ratio. The interior features bucket seats with a Hurst floor shifter and a
highly detailed and orderly dashboard. In , cruisin classics built a new, 56, sq. The facility
located in columbus, ohio is now housing hundreds of unique autos under one roof and has a
stunning temperature controlled, highly secured showroom. The showroom is arguably one of
the best stocked "collections for sale", showrooms in the word. These cars are rare and getting
hard to find. No motor or trans but rest of the car all there,original build sheet,title and owners
manuel. A deal at Call bob for info 30one It appears to have the numbers matching motor
according to the metal tag on the engine showing a The body has its fair share of scrapes and
dings I tried to show in the pictures. It has everything new on the back drums and on the front
has new calipers and pads. In ford racing performance h. Complete original car with 4v engine,
automatic trans, runs and drives, but needs brakes. Hide away headlights, bucket seats. Needs
body work and has rust through in usual places. I have more pictures. We have a passion for
muscle cars, street rods, hot rods, classic cars and trucks. The people we meet and the joy that
one of these old classics can bring back to them is priceless. Over 15K spent on drive line.
Original 8 inch rear with gear. Rebuilt C-6 trans automatic on the floor console shift. Drive train
completely redone Air Conditioning. This extremely rare Mercury is finished in Red paint with
Black hood and a clean Brown interior. This is an extremely straight and solid car that came out
of a personal collection in South Carolina. AM radio, tinted glass, remote control left hand
mirror. Riverhead, ny ph: web: Comoptions:description:webe autos specializes in marketing
and advertising muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. We offer professional photography,
hd movies, and staging that sells cars. Long island, ny michael webeautos. Com New York New
York 3 years at freeclassifieds. Lightweight sheet metal hood has an 8 gallon fuel cell in the
trunk powered by a high flow fuel pump i'm probably missing a lot but there is more than
enough to be worth asking price, obo call or text me no messages. Webe autos specializes in
marketing and advertising muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. Just in - detail coming
soon! Comoptions:option list:description:. Ground up, show quality restoration. Fitted with
power 4 wheel disc brakes and vintage heat and air system. Upgraded to a 4. New aluminum
radiator with dual electric fans. Show quality fit and finish paint job. Glass finish on arrow
straight body. Jambs are painted slick. New chrome and trim, the front and back of this car
shines! Interior is impressive. The dark red is a perfect choice. Professionally restored interior
from carpet to headliner. Reupholstered bucket seats with matching cup holder console.
Carbon fiber dash panel with custom autometer gauge cluster. Has leather momo steering
wheel, lokar floor shifter, stereo system and 12 volt recepticles. New dash pad, door panels,
carpet etc. Has flowmaster exhaust system. Super clean, bone dry original black floors. Under
this car is nice. There is a lot of value here. Ready to turn the key and go! Air conditioningpower
4 wheel discpower steering 15 gt wheelscustom gaugesbucket seatsmini consolemomo
wheelcd stereotinted glass. Air conditioningpower 4 wheel discpower steering 15" gt
wheelscustom gaugesbucket seatsmini consolemomo wheelcd stereotinted glass. The motor is
all original with the exception of the MSD coil and distributor, but I have the originals in the
trunk. The cyclone was produced to compete with the other manufacturers on the nascar
circuit. This gt is one awesome looking car!! This is a solid western car, with ni
chevy astro radio wiring diagram
wiring diagram emergency lighting
youtube kia sorento
ce light green metallic paint, with black lowers. The interior has dark green comfort-weave
bucket seats, and special gauge cluster in the dash. The carpet, and headliner have been
replaced, and look great!! Under the hood is the matching n code v-8 engine, which is nicely
detailed. All that power gets transferred to the road via a 4-speed manual transmission, and

matching n code rear-end. This car is a rare car, and would be a great addition to any car
collection!! There is body rust and two small rust holes on the drivers floor board. This vehicle
also has power steering, power brakes and all lights are working. This vehcile has a Clevland
engine and an automatic transmission. There are slight tears in the drivers seat. This vehicle is
Orange with a Black interior. The black vinyl top is very nice with one little flaw I pointed out in
the video. The car goes down the road at highway speeds with out any problems Air
Conditioning. Clean car call bill Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

